
INDORE MUNICIPAL WARDS LIST 

Indore District Collector issued new municipal ward list on 22-11-2014 after High Court decision, there 

are very minor changes in it from the earlier notification. 

CA Rajesh Mehta, Indore 9827036956 

INDORE MUNICIPAL WARDS LIST  

Note:- while looking at the colony or area name, if there are identical name of an area or colony which 

falls in two different wards then please have a check on surrounding areas also.  

WARD No. 

& Name 

Areas included within ward 

1 

Sirpur 

Vijayshree nagar, Maruti palace(behind kalani nagar), Ganesh nagar shree khedapati 

hanuman mandir ke aage, goverdhan palace near madina maszid, Gandhi palace shree 

khedapati hanumand mandir ke pass, samrat nagar, sirpur dhar road, jagannathpuri sirpur 

kakad ke pass khedapati hanuman, bajrang nagar sirpur kankad, rana colony a, nagin 

nagar sec.E, ammar nagar complete, rana colony, diamond palace, friends colony, sahayog 

nagar, sagar palace colony, aashiyana palace nai colony dhar road, keshaw nagar, gulab 

bagh, sanyog nagar, geeta nagar main, agnihotri petrol pump ke pass dhar road, 

Krishnapuri, harihar nagar, vishal nagar, ram balram nagar, shahid chandrashekhar azad 

pratima ke pass, ring road, nut colony sirpur talab ke samne dhar road sirpur cyphen tak, 

jagdish puri, yash hotel ke piche geeta nagar, geetanagar extn dhar road petrol pump ke 

samne, hakimi bagh ke samne, petrol pump dhar road and all the areas and settlement 

within the four dimensional extents. 

2 

Chandan 

nagar 

Chandan nagar (complete), loha wala gate, nake wali gali, geeta nagar palace, rani palace, 

sakina masjid wali gali and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional 

extents. 

3 

Kalani 

nagar 

BSF premises, airport colony, kalani nagar, jayashree nagar, nagin nagar, nandan nagar 

sec. N , and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

4 sukhdev 

nagar 

Vyankatesh nagar main, patel nagar, sadhana nagar, sadhna nagar ext. Manpasand 

colony, gurukrishna colony, sahu nagar, panchawati nagar, dwarkadish nagar, sukhdev 

vihar, sukhdev nagar, shikshak nagar, anjani nagar, shrikrishna nagar airport road police 

quarter, kanyakubja nagar, vidhya dham, ratan bagh, ambikapuri main, amrakunj colony, 

Krishna bagh airport road, akhand nagar, aaradhana nagar, harijan colony, ganga nagar, 

parihar colony, hujur ganj and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional 

extents. 

5 raj nagar Jai bhawani nagar, rajnagar, ramnagar, vardhaman nagar, ramanand nagar, chandan nagar 

sector E, rana colony near prafulla cinema, damodar nagar, vyas ramanand nagar, ganga 

colony near keshav dharmshala and all the areas and settlement within the four 

dimensional extents. 

6 

malharganj 

Ramchandra nagar complete, tirupati nagar , hukumchand colony, vindhyachal nagar, ram 

nagar, ganeshganj, sitaram park, warehouse complete, prajapat pura, kumhar mohalla, 

teli bakhal, kadabin ( bagiche wala), M G Road, malharganj, lohar patti main road, 

dharmraj colony, tirupati nagar, zopadpatti,, sankhala colony, bijasan colony, bholenath 



colony, indranagar jhopadpatti, panchkuiya muktidham area, ramchandra nagar extn., 

nayapura ke pass shukla nagar, ramayan nagar, nayapura brick bhatta, and all the areas 

and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

7 janta 

colony 

Piliyakhal, gourav nagar, chhatrapati nagar, mahavir nagar, agrasen nagar, shramik colony, 

janta colony, dusri paltan, wireless police quarter, jinsi main road, arjun paltan police line, 

arjun paltan, shankarganj main road, kilamidan road, officer bungla to gokulganj, kandil 

pura, shankarganj, dudhadhari ka bagicha ( Radhaganj) junarisala), neelkanth colony, 

radha nagar and kadabin (lal mandir) and all the areas and settlement within the four 

dimensional extents. 

8 juna 

risala 

Malharganj main road  ( madhuban hotel to ramashah mandir ), tamboli bakhal, gopal 

vilas malharganj, tori corner, malhar paltan, shanti nagar, chothi paltan, chhipa bakhal, 

north yeshwant ganj, MG Road, gorakund choraha, ahilyapura, khajuri bazaar MG road, 

gorakund chowk, tori corner, arjunsingh nagar, ravidas nagar, harijan colony, 

sikandarabad colony, community hall, shastri colony, ramganj jinsi,  jinsi haat maidan, 

junarisala gali No. 1,2,3 and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional 

extents. 

9 vrindavan Sheshadri colony, south gadra khedi, brahmabagh colony complete, kumhar khedi 

complete, durga nagar near marimata, raghuvanshi colony, north gadrakhedi, rahi nagar, 

khasgi ka bagicha, vrindavan colony, Mahesh guard police line, panjon colony, latur bagh, 

Mehta nagar, kamla Nehru nagar, shaheed hemu colony, gomti nagar, laxmanpura, guru 

govind singh nagar and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

10 

banganga 

Satyasai bagh, walmiki nagar, Mahesh yadav nagar complete, banganga complete, 

subhash nagar, freeganj, chhoti kumhar khedi, patel ka bhatta, jaihind nagar and all the 

areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

11 

bhagirath 

pura 

Refelle bhagirathpura, bhagirathpura behind community hall, main bhagirathpura, 

bhagirathpura farshi wali gali, redwal colony, yadav colony, bagiya mohalla, nai basti 

bhagirathpura, chirad mohalla, bavdi ki chaal, Ma. Va., laxmi bai nagar, mohta nagar, 

laxmi bai nagar railway station and all the areas and settlement within the four 

dimensional extents. 

12 govind 

colony 

Ganesh bagh colony complete, govind nagar, new govind nagar complete,  maharana 

pratap nagar, new sheetal nagar, yadav nand nagar complete, radhakrishna nagar, karma 

nagar, durga nagar, vishal nagar, durga nagar nai basti, ganga bagh, shradha dham and all 

the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

13 sangam 

nagar 

Avantika nagar, sch. No. 51, sangam nagar, maa ambika nagar, maa ahilya nagar, laxmi 

puri, rambali nagar, archana nagar, hammal colony, main road bangarda road, laxmi nagar 

zopad patti, annaj mandi, kichad patti, vishnav vihar colony, kaveri nagar, shubham 

palace, shubham nagar and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional 

extents. 

14 ashok 

nagar 

Ashok nagar, ambikapuri and extension, suvidhi nagar, rukmani nagar, somani nagar, 

krushi nagar ( shree laxmi nagar), sukhdev nagar ex., loknayak nagar, sanwariya nagar, 

palhar nagar, omvihar, panchshil nagar zopad patti infront of airport, vyas nagar and all 

the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

15 bijasan Bada bangarda, Gandhi nagar, bohra colony, tigariya badshah village, chorsiya nagar, 

shakti nagar, patel nagar, bijasan mata mandir, asha palace, laxmi nagar, paramhans 

nagar, manushree nagar, vidhya palace, babu murai mohalla  and all the areas and 

settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

16 Nandbag, rakhi nagar, jairam nagar, mateshwari nagar, nandan nagar, ekta nagar, 



nandbagh surendra nagar, yadav palace, shreyas nagar, roop nagar, lack palace, kedar nagar, 

vandana  nagar, shanti nagar, shree ram nagar, durga nagar, vainktesh vihar, chhota 

bangarda village, sch no. 155, smruti nagar, mahaveer nagar, vikas nagar, ganga dham, 

vishal palace and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

17 

kushwah 

nagar 

kushwah nagar complete, kushwah nagar main road to jagdish nagar tak, new prince 

nagar, prince nagar, sundar nagar, rishi nagar, roshan bagh, pushp nagar, anjani nagar, 

jagdish nagar, jagannath nagar, ram nagar, new ram nagar, raja bagh, kamla keshar nagar, 

dashrath bagh and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

18 sant 

kabir 

Shiv nagar, govind nagar kharcha, bajrang pura, sugandha nagar, avantika nagar, 

shivkanth nagar, badridham, bhawani nagar and kakad, shanti nagar, mental hospital nai 

basti and surrounding area, gangabai ki basti, maruti nagar, bholenath colony, ishavas 

colony, balaji vihar, bardari village, revati village, bhorasla village, sanwer road industrial 

area sec A and E, tigariya badshah area and all the areas and settlement within the four 

dimensional extents. 

19 vishwa 

karma 

Ganesh dham, mukharji nagar, bhagatsingh nagar, ramdutta ka bhatta, gali infront of 

bangang thana, sanwer road industrial are sec C and F, adarsh ganpati nagar, saisuman 

nagar, narval village and kakad, durga nagar, kumedi village and kakad, karol bag, riddhi 

siddhi nagar, ganga  nagar and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional 

extents. 

20 gauri 

nagar 

Gori nagar, new gauri nagar, bholentah dham, roop nagar, keshav nagar, aadinath nagar, 

new khatipura, khatipura village, khatipura harijan basti, sukhliya gram, devshree nagar, 

khatipura colony, moti nagar, prince city, industrial area sector D, panna nagar, railway 

jhuggi jhopadi, suraj nagar and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional 

extents. 

21 shyam 

nagar 

Shyam nagar, shyam nagar ex., shyam nagar ex and whole shyam nagar, bhagya laxmi 

nagar, janakpuri, gayatrinagar, new gayatri nagar, veena nagar sec M( H. No. 1 to 235), 

veena nagar sec MB (H No. 12 to 71), abhinandan nagar, radhika society, sagar vihar 

colony, new hira nagar, sundar nagar ex., mangal nagar, kashi puri, treatment plant road  

nagar nigam quarter, gulmohar green, tirumala pride, bansuriwala, Shalimar swayam, 

kalpana nagar, siddhi nagar, kailashpuri, alkapuri, kings park, gaurishankar nagar and all 

the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

22 pt. 

dendayal 

upadhyay 

Pt. deendayal upadhyay nagar sector A-H (H. No. 1 to 23), A. M.( H. No. 1 to 76), AL (H No. 

1 to 31), Sec AM (H No 1 to 484), AM-2 shop cum residenc (H No 1 to 50), DH (H No 1 to 

31), BM (H No 1 to 120), AM (H No 77 to 150), AM 2 (H No 200 to 310) , aadarsh molik 

nagar H No 1 to 45, CHD (H No 19 to 54), CL. (H No 1 to 200), DM (H No 1 to 344), CM (H 

No 1 to 60) , CH (H No 1 to 51). Sec C (H No. 602 to 799), ravidas nagar, lavkush vihar, 

shabari nagar, heera nagar main road, veena nagar, MR-10 road sukhliya sq. to 

chandragupt moray sq., sukhliya sq. to maruti nagar sq., sundar nagar main, veena nagar 

sector A,B,C and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

23 Lt. 

Rajesh 

joshi 

Pardeshipura complete, arjun singh gohar nagar, lal gali,  ganesh nagar, clerk colony, 

dhanlaxmi  apartment, readymade complex, electronic complex, samaj kalyan parisar, 

clerk colony ex., bhagwati nagar, yashoda nagar, old gouri nagar, koli mohalla, adarsh 

bijasan nagar and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

24 sant 

balijinath 

maharaj 

Sarvahara nagar, subhash nagar comp., Shankar kumhar ka bagicha, penjon colony, shiv 

shakti nagar, swadeshi mill gate to subhash nagar main road, pardesi pura police thana 

quarter, gokuldas complex, shyamacharan shukla nagar, kulkarni bhatta comp., sheelnath 

camp, laxman mali ka khet, kotawalo ki chaal, berwa samaj basti, nanda mali ki basti, 



narayan mali ka khet, ahirwar samaj basti, jatav samaj basti, hukumchand mill surrounding 

area and rajkumar mill sabji mandi and all the areas and settlement within the four 

dimensional extents. 

25 nanda 

nagar 

Nanda nagar road no 1,2,3,4,7,8,13to26, nandanagar teen puliya, MIG quarter, janta 

quarter, ayodhya nagari. Police quarter, malwa mill patre ki chaal, pakki chaal, sampurna 

malwa mill compound main road to sarwahara nagar to patnipura junction and all the 

areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

26 jeen 

mata 

Nehrunagar road no 1 to 10 including multy story, malwa mill main road to patnipura, 

amir pahalwan ki chaal, narsingh ki chaal, bhairav baba ki gali, gafur khan ki chall, mumtaz 

seth ki gali, nandram baniye ka bagicha, bekri wali gali, hakim ki chall, mukadam ki chall, 

danfan ki chall, lalapura, mangilal ki chall, motilala ki chall, phool singh jamadar ki chall, 

kanhaiyalal ki chall, and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

27  

pashupati 

nath 

Bajrang nagar comp. junior bajrang nagar, D. M. quarter, nanda nagar road no 

5,6,9,10,11,12,27,28,29,30,31. Satyam vihar, suyash vihar, doctor colony, panchadeep 

bhawan, teen manjila hospital quarter and surrounding, karas dev nagar, maruti nagar, 

anudeshak nagar, ambe nagar, prime city, prime city nx., staff colony and all the areas and 

settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

28 maa 

tulja 

bhawani 

Meghdoot nagar, naitra colony, chhoti bhamori, sanjay Gandhi nagar, shiv shakti nagar, 

badi bhamori (dubey) bhamori plaza, ram nagar, anjani nagar, kailash ka bhatta, new 

anjani nagar, malviya samaj basti, ram nagar nai aabadi, trilok ka bhatta, navjeevan 

rahavasi sangh, meghdoot garden, meghdoot shamshan ghar and near by area, fortune 

land mark hotel, LIG sector K (H No 1 to 112) and all the areas and settlement within the 

four dimensional extents. 

29 Dr. 

shyama 

Prasad 

mukharji 

Vijay nagar, sch no. 54 comp., sch no. 74 comp., sch no. 54, aadarsh mechanic nagar, 

mechanic nagar ex., sch no. 54 PU-3, airen house, sapphire house, man house, hotel atithi 

niwas, satguru building, surabhi garden, housing HIG quarter housing building, Sharma 

namkin nearby area and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

30 sant 

ravidas 

Barfani nagar, malviya nagar road no 2, anurag nagar behind bhaskar press, press complex 

compound, om gurudev complex, shantideep colony, krishnabagh complete, guru nagar, 

guru nagar ex., shradha shree colony, sunder nagar, new malviya nagar, barfani nagar, 

maesh bagh colony, ravi jagrati nagar, ambika nagar, anil nagar, solanki nagar, near 

Chandra nagar hotel amarvilas, state bank parisar, nearby area of shreemaya residency 

and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

31 maharaj 

chhatrasal 

Bhagyashree colony, sheetal nagar sec A and B, suman nagar, ganga devi nagar, maa 

ambika nagar, mangal city, sch no 54 PU-4, BCM heights, shekhar planate, princes plaza, 

royal platinum, basant vihar colony, shanti niketan,  babji nagar, raja bagh, sch no 114 part 

2, sch no 94 (sec WA, WB, We, Eb), anurag nagar behind Shalimar township, bapu Gandhi 

nagar, gulab bagh, aadarsh meghdoot nagar, new sheetal nagar, chitra nagar, patel nagar, 

poonam palace colony, BSNL quarter, sch no 54 PU-4, C-21 mall, malhar mega mall, 

malviya nagar road no. 1 and 3, shreeram nagar, kalpkamdhenu nagar and all the areas 

and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

 

32 atal 

bihari 

bajpai 

Sch no 78 slice no 2-4 and 5-6, sec., atal bihari khel sankul parisar, narmada qutr, 78 part 

2, hotel vrandavan, LCH hospital, nakshatra convention centre area, sch no 113 

raghunandan bagh, ishwer nagar and all the areas and settlement within the four 

dimensional extents. 

33 sukhliya Kabit khedi, lahiya colony, surya palace, shivani nagar, parag nagar, maa sharda nagar, 



royal bungalow, sanskruti nagar, swasthya nagar, Shalimar bungalow, pt. deendayal 

upadhyay nagar sec CN 1 to 303, AH 24 to 54, ASH 1 to 21, AHD 1 to 52, AM second 1 to 

654, CJRM 1 to 125, CM 61 to 250, CH 52 to 101, sec plot no 485 to 601, CL 1 to 100 , sec C 

800 to 1125, CHD 800 to 1125, CHD 1 to 18, aadarsh molik nagar, nyay nagar, jai ambe 

nagar, and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

34 shaheed 

bhagat 

singh 

Niranjanpur and surrounding area, sch no 114 part1, Rajeev avas yojana, sch no 78 slice 1 

and 3, sch no 78 loha mandi, row house pink city, sch no 136, christian quarter and all the 

areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

35 lasudiya 

mori 

Lasudiya mori village, talawali chanda village, rahulgandhi nagar, niranjanpur nai basti, sch 

no 78 loha mandi, rahul Gandhi nagar near by area, bajrang nagar kakad, talawali chanda 

basti and surrounding, lasudiya gram basti and nagar, madhuban dhaba, niranjanpur 

choraha to talawali chanda tak dewas naka main road, shaker khedi village, bhangarh 

village and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

36 nipaniya Mayakhedi village, arandiya village, gram nipaniya, gram pipliyakumar, part of lasudiya 

mori village and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

37 sai 

krupa 

Sch no 94, vakratund nagar, mumtaz nagar, sanjeevani nagar, anandi nagar, sanwariya 

nagar part1, ramrkishna bagh, ramkrishna bagh B, yashoda nagar, ramrkishnagar bagh2, 

patel nagar , sch no 94 classic purnima, shanti kunj, swarna ananda nagar, tapeshwari  

bagh colony, new harsiddhi nagar, gurunanak nagar, nyaya nagar, behind malviya petrol 

pump, shreekrishna vihar colony, sch no 94 radhika palace colony, vaibhav laxmi nagar, 

Krishna bagh B sec, New chitra nagar, saikrupa colony, swarna bagh colony, sanjog puri, 

mahalaxmi nagar, ganesh nagar, veena nagar, mansarover nagar, chikitsak nagar main and 

basti infront of Bombay hospital sch no 94, nyaya nagar ex, ganesh puri, sumit nagar, 

anand colony and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

38 haji 

colony 

Suhana park, asharfi nagar, Gandhi gram, Rajeev nagar, police quarter, taaj nagar, taj 

nagar sec A and B, sadar Bazar, mamta colony, jalla colony, haji colony, laxmi bagh, naha 

saha nagar, manasab nagar, anar bag, baba mansab nagar, shahi bagh, bangali colony, 

super palace, badla, badla ghati, Rajeev nagar badla, vijay nagar, doulat bagh and all the 

areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

39 nahar 

shah wali 

Jakariya colony, saira nagar, habib colony, dak taar colony, tanjim nagar, gohar nagar, 

dosiya nagar, royal palace, raza colony, silver colony, riyaz ul madarsa, new sharafat nagar, 

new majestic nagar, parsi compound, khuda baksh palace, khajrana palace, khijrabad, 

khijrabad sec. B, eliyas colony, majestic nagar, ali colony, khan compound, jaitan bagh, 

garib nawaj colony, Shalimar colony, aman nagar, ahmed nagar, kadar colony, harun 

colony, ashraf nagar, heena palace, new heena palace, dilip nagar, sanchar nagar, 

dawoodi nagar momin pura, shahjada colony, ishak colony, roshan nagar, roshan nagar 

A,B, and C sec., doulat bagh, shershah suri nagar, and all the areas and settlement within 

the four dimensional extents. 

40 khajrana 

ganesh 

Sundar bagh, mayapuri, mayapuri Sec B and C, shiv bagh badi, ramkrishna bagh, devki 

nagar, aasha nagar, jumman nagar, saidham, shanti nagar, khajrana gram, goyal vihar 

colony, ganesh mandir, ganesh puri colony, patel mohalla, khajrana main road left side, 

sawariya nagar part B, Balaji mohalla, ravidas nagar pankaj nagar, shaker nagar, 

vishwanath dham, shiv gagh, chhoti shiv bagh, dheeraj nagar, saraswati nagar, 

krsihnabagh sector B, goya talab road, soharab colony, baba ki bagh, shaharyar colony and 

all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

41 kailassh 

puri 

Devpuri, suraj nagar, mangalmurti nagar, soniya palace colony, chetan nagar A and B, 

kailashpuri colony, mitrabandhu nagar, palash palace, alok nagar, ashish nagar sanchar 



nagar, goyal nagar ex, madhav nagar, bhawana compound, ganraj nagar, gan nayak nagar, 

utkarsh estate, shekhar nagar enclave, aasha nagar, som nagar, priti nagar, shree ram 

nagar kandadiya road, sch no 94 BSNL quarter, mayur hospital service road, diamond 

colony, diamond palace, vaibhav nagar main and ex., mahadev total nagar, kandhari 

nagar, Bengali colony, sushant colony, riddhi siddhi nagar, sumit nagar, goyal vihar 

avenue, laksh vihar, shekhar enclave, shubh labh avenue, and and all the areas and 

settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

42 swami 

vivekanand 

Manbhawan nagar, harsh nagar, mukati nagar, gyan park, telephone nagar, sanjhi chat 

building, shubhlabh building, silver avenue, silver wing, ravindra nagar, vinoba nagar ( 

excluding h. no. 465 to 626 & main main road h. no. 1 to 90), saket nagar, swami 

vivekanand nagar, chandralok colony, paliwal nagar, kalpanalok colony, manish puri, 

manish puri ex., sheetal nagar, sch no 94 classic paliwal, multani colony, menan colony, 

utkarsh vihar, classic purnima estate, sanjeevani nagar, regency priyadarshini, kanadiya 

main road and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

43 shree 

nagar 

New palasiya, anoop nagar, shakun vila apartment, mahak apartment, chandni apartment, 

new palasiya community hall, laxmi memorial hospital lokhande pull, sarvoday nursing 

home, sunshine apartment, gaurav apartment, kanchan apartment, anoop nagar old, 

khajrani kakad, kirti palace, shree nagar main and extension, baikunth dham, bima nagar 

state bank colony, shree nagar kankad, kalindi park, ravi nagar, PC colony, old palasia 

ranade compound, ranade compound extension, manorama ganj pul to old palasia, joy 

builders colony, Yamaha show room AB road, sanghi colony, gurukripa restaurant 

khajrana road and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

44 HIG Kannu patel ki chaal, somnath ki nai chaal, chhoti khajrani, naya basera, malwa parisar AB 

road, shehanai residency block B and D, sai sampada apartment, satkar residency, akshaya 

deep colony, Shalimar malwa parisar, prakash Chandra sethi nagar, new nadiya nagar, 

nadia nagar, ansar colony, mahabaleshwar mandir, Sector I- LIG, Sec I and L MIG, Sec G LIG 

thana,  H and G sector, shopping complex grah nirman office to shopping complex back 

side shop, patnipura junction to sulabh complex, hari colony, jagjivanram nagar complete 

and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

45 Dr. 

Bhimrao 

ambedkar 

Ambedkar nagar, MIG colony, LIG colony sector L, gurudwara ke pichhe, sanjay Gandhi 

upvan, R K puram, girnar apartment, dev nagar, harijan colony, rupesh yadav nagar, lala ka 

bagicha, mor ki chaal, panchukumar ki chaal, nil giri apartment, and all the areas and 

settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

46 

somnath 

Pancham ki phel, rustam ka bagicha, gotu ki chaal, amar tekri, vikas nagar, somnath ki 

chaal, kaji ki chaal, and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

47 sardar 

vallabh 

bhai 

Yeshwant niwas road, builders colony, ahilya mata colony, GSITS, diamond colony, park 

road, agravihar colony road, dhenu market, vallabh nagar, dubey ka bagicha, new dewas 

road, malwa mill chouraha, race course road, roshan singh bhandari marg, goma ki phel, 

harijan colony, janjirwala chouraha, 56 shop, abhilasha apartment, chain singh ka bagicha, 

B builders colony, Nehru park, shekhar park building, tulsi tower, D.M. tower and all the 

areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

48 geeta 

bhawan 

Badi gwal toli, seva sardar nagar, geeta nagar, lalaram nagar, greater tirupati, padmawati 

colony, doorsanchar colony, dak kunj, navratna bagh, manorama ganj colony gali no. 1 to 

6 complete, kailash park, deep shikha apartment, rajgarh kothi, mishra vihar, devi indira 

nagar, vanmandal office compound, shivmanagal nagar, alankar point, suyash hospital, 

gohar compound, shanti nagar, telephone colony, PWD quarter, bakhtawar ram nagar F 

and E sec., palasia thana parisar block no. 2, old palasia multhan partment, barwani plaza, 



old palasia grater kailash hospital gali and all the areas and settlement within the four 

dimensional extents. 

49 tilak 

nagar 

Rajashree vatika, payal vatika, tilak nagar main and ext., goyal nagar, shakti nagar, 

vandana nagar complete, shreenath colony, sanvid nagar complete, shrinath colony, 

sainath  colony sec B and C, bakhtawar ram nagar Sec ,B,C , vandana nagar main, sai vihar 

colony, vasundhara apartment, krushi vihar colony, vandana nagar sec B & C,  swarna 

vatika, swarna vihar, goyal nagar, vinoba nagar H no. 465 to 626, vinoba nagar 1 to 90, 

sunil nagar, tilak nagar main, tilak nagar muktidham gali main road, and all the areas and 

settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

50 

brajeshwari 

Nirmal nagar, vrindavan garden colony, pipliya hana talab pal, chouhan nagar, grater 

brajeshwari, utkarsh estate, ganesh dham, brajeshwari main, NX and Ex., shree managal 

nagar state, shubh labh valley, Bombay yojana, scheme no. 140, piplyhana total, revenue 

nagar, bijli nagar, ashish nagar, shreekant palace, shiv mangal nagar, shiv shakti nagar, 

sarv suvidha nagar, laxmi vihar colony, shekhar enclave, sanchar nagar, mourya hills 

garden, alok nagar, vaibhav nagar B and C and Ex., new ashish nagar, tapan enclave, 

doulat vihar, ashish vihar, rambali nagar, such shanty nagar, mahaveer dham, girdhar 

nagar, paricharika nagar, nandgao, Shalimar pam, gyaneshwar park, nidhivan colony, 

palash palace, parasdham enclave, Sharma enclave, vimal shree brajeshwari, raj colony, 

51 

bhagwati 

nagar 

Shiv nagar, alok nagar, chodhari park, ram nagar, virat nagar, udhyog nagar, shahin nagar, 

dhanlaxmi udhyog nagar zuggi comp., krishnapuri colony, abhilasha nagar, kamal nagar,  

maa bhagwati nagar, abhishek nagar, Krishna nagar, nemawar road, babulal nagar, 

chandrapuri and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

52 

musakhedi 

Musakhedi complete, alkapuri complete, yadav nagar, prem nagar kakad ring road pani ki 

tanki ke pass, musakhedi khati mohalla, ajay bagh colony, firdos nagar, north musakhedi, 

chandrapuri colony, chirad mohalla, kharwal mohalla, ravi nagar, gulab bagh, shreeram 

nagar, sitaram park, indira ekta nagar, shahin nagar, chandrapuri colony, jagdishpuri, and 

all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

53 dr 

molana 

azad nagar 

Azad nagar, azad nagar gol choraha, azad nagar lok nirman vibhag building, purana azad 

nagar, indira chowk, azad nagar nai basti, azad nagar musakhedi marg muktidham tak, 

hussaini chowk, ganesh chowk, gawali mohalla, water pump wali gali, kali puliya azad 

nagar, gop colony, azad nagar hussaini masjid road, noori nagar, madina nagar, sumati 

nagar, Kohinoor nagar, meena palace, aman nagar, shabnam nagar, gulshan nagar, nafees 

nagar, geeta nagar graham nirman sansthan samshan ghat main road and all the areas 

and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

54 

residency 

New ekta nagar ring road, shanti nagar, aman nagar, pink city, bheel colony, bheel paltan 

colony,  idris nagar, residency income tax office, custom excise quarter and jail parisar, 

daly college, krushi nagar, PTS campus area, Govt 80 quarter, AB road zoo, doorsanchar 

parisar, hari om prabha nagar, surya sukhdham, akshardham, nupur nagar, tulsi nagar, 

residency area complete, mayur nagar, narmada project colony, musakhedi, musakhedi 

tempo stand, AB road bank of india to shivaji vatika, complete satam park colony, police 

petrol pump, net ram ka bagicha, and all the areas and settlement within the four 

dimensional extents. 

55 south 

tukoganj 

South tukoganj, jaora compound, mathurawal sweet, jhabua tower, devi ahilya university 

parisar, dhar kothi, geeta bhawan chouraha, MY hospital parisar, RNT marg, sehgal colony, 

IG bundalow, AB road white church home guard office, chhoti gwal toli, banda compound, 

railway police thana to reservation office, railway hostel and quarter, patel bridge, murai 

mohalla, nasiya road, treasure island, nobel hospital, chhawani kibe compound, kalyan 



vishranti grih, rani sarai, green park, Nehru pratima and all the areas and settlement 

within the four dimensional extents. 

56 snehlata 

ganj 

Jeevan ki phel, firoz Gandhi nagar, bansi press ki chal, chick mangloor sq. to sai bhawan 

mandir, shivaji nagar, naya pura, snehlata ganj, usha phatak, kachhi mohalla and all the 

areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

57 devi 

ahilyabai 

Nagar nigam road, nagar nigam quarter, sutar gali, ganji compound, jail road complete, 

MG road agrawal stores to ganesh cap mart, devi ahilya marg, sabnis marg, shanti path, 

DRP line, narayan bagh, pant vaidhya colony, ganesh colony, jati colony, rambagh, 

tilakpath main road, vardhman tower, netaji subhash marg, bhoi mohalla, peer gali, 

chikmangloor junction to imli bazaar junction, nirala hanuman mandir MPEB colony, 

railway colony, juna tukoganj, hemilton road, pologround MPEB colony, ahilyashram, sikh 

mohalla, railway colony, hotel Kohinoor, new siyaganj, mewati mohalla, alka talkies, imli 

bazaar, MG road, fadnis complex to Gandhi hall, and all the areas and settlement within 

the four dimensional extents. 

58 netaji 

subhash 

Chandra 

bose 

SAF police line, gafurkha ki bazariya, badwali chowki, shiv vilas palace, subhash marg main 

road, south kamathi pura, north kamathi pura, bakshi bagh, bakshi bag extn., irrigation 

colony, bafana kothi, juna pitha, subhash chowk, kunwar mandli, khajuri bazaar, yashoda 

mata mandir, juni kasera bakhal, dilip sing colony, shanker bagh, garib nawaj wali edgah 

sadar bazaar ke pass, near nala, bhishti mohalla, Marathi mohalla, ahilya palton, north 

bajariya, hakimji ka bagicha, sadar bazaar east & west, sadar bazaar, sadar bazaar main 

road, iquabal colony, and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional 

extents. 

59 

harsiddhi 

Prince yeshwant road, kanungo bakhal, resham wala lane  & compound, pandrinath path, 

ada bazaar, laxmi gali, salvi bakhal, taji kunwar, nandlalpura, jawahar marg shani mandir 

ke piche, nandlalpura main road, sabji mandi, veer sawarkar market, MG road & rajwada 

chowk, ramlaxman bazaar, nihalpura, gotampura, rajesh nagar, harsiddhi mandir ke pass, 

north harsiddhi bagiche ke pass, pani ki tanki police chowki ke pass, moti tabela, koyala 

bakhal, sunar ki bagichi, harijan chhatrawas, barakholi, millat nagar, shekhar nagar nai 

basti, collector office main road and all the areas and settlement within the four 

dimensional extents. 

60 ranipura Jawahar marg main road, koshti samaj ki dharmshala to siyaganj police chowki, siyaganj, 

ware house road, Mahesh joshi nagar, ranipura main road, mehtani market, jagjeevan ram 

nai bagad, siyaganj main road, railway platform no. 5, maharani road, chhogalal ustad 

marg, ravidas marg, khatipura main road, north toda complete, south toda complete, 

daulatganj complete, champa bagh complete, kabutar khana and all the areas and 

settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

61 tatya 

sarvate 

Jabran colony compl, pagnis paga, juni indore police quarter, alapura, bargal colony, 

godha colony, tatya sarvate nagar, bhat mohalla, bhim giri gali, chandrabhaga main road 

west side kamla road, marimata ka bagicha, kalu khan ka bagicha, prakash ka bagicha, 

radha govind ka bagicha, balai mohalla, katkat pura complete and main road, mominpura 

and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

62 raoji 

bazaar 

Raoji bazaar, jagjivanram mohalla, kumawatpura, gadi adda, brahmchari bagicha, harijan 

mohalla, jhopad patti near railway track , murai mohalla, hathi pala main road, mali pura, 

vyas phala complete, shani gali main road, chandrabhaga main road, chandrabhaga mahal 

kachahari, ganesh marg, hardia compound, shradhanand marg main road, kalali mohalla, 

luniyapura, loha mandi main road, anaj mandi, panchsheel nagar, pathan mohalla, 

narsingh tekri, jagjeevan ram mohalla and all the areas and settlement within the four 



dimensional extents. 

63 

navlakha 

Janki nagar, sneh nagar, new patel nagar, chhavani to agrasen main road, shanker bagh 

bridge, agrawal nagar, AB road indira pratima ke pass, bangali club to chhavani jagannath 

bridge area, agrasen chouraha main road, parsi mohalla, bajaj showroom, sapana 

sangeeta, navlakha bus stand to vishal tower, gulmohar complex, vikas tower, ramkrishna 

tower, harsh deep tower, visarjan ashram Bengali club, Indira pratima Ab road, jagannath 

bridge, shukla compound, yadav compound, prakash hockey club area, siremal bafna 

hostel AB road, prestige tower, shyamacharan shukla nagar, and all the areas and 

settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

64 

chitawad 

Nandanvan colony, khandelwal nagar, sanwad nagar, prakash nagar, shiv kripa colony, 

sajan nagar, nemawar road, shukla compound, yadav compound, mittal compound, 

jawahar dall mill, koshalya puri, jagannath ki chaal, anand nagar & extn., mangal murti 

nagar, gajadhar nagar, gul mohar ka bagicha, shivmoti nagar, B J vihar, radha swami nagar, 

chitawad, triveni colony, bhawar kuwa junction to asaram bapu chouraha, art and 

commerce college, triveni nagar nai basti, teen imli chouraha to asaram bapu chouraha, 

abhinay nagar, chitawad kakad, narmada nagar, lalbahadur shastri nagar, pawar nagar, 

pawan puri astar bagh colony, durga nagar, gulmohar ka bagicha, university campus, 

ankur awas grih nirman and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional 

extents. 

65 sant 

kawar ram 

Khatiwala tank, khatiwala tank M & R, sadhu wasvani nagar, harijan colony, new loha 

mandi, bapu nagar, jaihind nagar near devshree talkies, jagrati nagar, sindhu nagar, 

bairathi colony, BK sindhi colony complete, veer sawarkar nagar complete, jeevandeep 

colony, sch no 31, joshi colony, sadhu basant colony, professor colony & jhopade and all 

the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

66 shaheed 

hemu 

kalani 

Pratap nagar, gopal bag, baramatha, rajabagh, gurunanak colony, karbala maidan, 

dhobighat, malwa kanya campus hemson colony, vasudev nagar, lalbagh main road, 

ladkana nagar, prem nagar, A, B and C sec., palsikar colony, dube colony, sadhu nagar, 

jayashree syndicate colony, adarsh nagar, jhaveri colony, under manik bagh bridge sch no. 

101, vyankatesh market, roop ram nagar, triveni colony, rajmahal colony, model village 

colony, palace colony, orange county, adarsh nagar lalbagh line, manik bagh main road 

and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

67 

maharaja 

holkar 

Chhatri bagh, prem kumari hospital parisar, chandmari compound, satyam shivam 

sunderam apartment, kanjar mohalla, chhatripura thana, mahunaka (mhownaka), 

chhatribagh police line, ramdwara marg, joshi mohalla, barabhai, sethi nagar, lodha 

colony, rajaswa gram chhatripura, rajput samaj bagichi, jairampur colony, katju colony, 

jamuna nagar, jawahar nagar, jamna nagar zopad patti, arjun pura multi story & jhopad 

patti, balda colony complete and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional 

extents. 

68 bambai 

bazaar 

Mohanpura, bambai bazaar ( Bombay bazaar), jawahar marg main road agra hotel, 

udapura, mukeripura, pinjara bakhal, kadaw ghat, isak pehlwan ki chal roshan pura, 

machhi bazaar, nayapitha, silawat pura, tatpatti bakhal, kagdipura, ravidaspura complete, 

kagdipura main road ( control shop wali gali, diamond stationery to hakimi glass) and all 

the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

69 jawahar 

marg 

Lohar patti main road, malganj bhagat singh marg, lodhipura, old rajmohalla, jangam pura, 

biyabani, dhar road, itwariya bazaar, narsingh bazaar, hukamchand marg, naliya bakhal, 

sitlatamata bazaar, cloth market, shakkar bazaar, morsali gali, pipli bazaar, bajaj khana, 

santha bazaar, marothiya bazaar, bohara bakhal, dhangali bada sarafa thana, chhota 



sarafa, mahavir marg, maulana azad marg, south rajmohalla, chothmal colony,  gulab park 

colony, molana azad marg, Mahesh nagar, bhakt prahlad das nagar, new Mahesh nagar,  

malganj jawahar marg, samajwad nagar, taran pushkar road, vardhman nagar, labriya 

bheru bharat petrol pump area and all the areas and settlement within the four 

dimensional extents. 

70 

loknayak 

nagar 

Rajmohalla, harijan colony, gaulabai ka bagicha, sulkakhedi, adarsh indira nagar main 

road, chandmari brick bhatta, gangabai joshi nagar, loknayak nagar complete, panchmurti 

nagar, hari om nagar, jalaram nagar, shrikrishna colony, shree hari society, labariya bheru 

dhar road to apana palace north side, khalsa school college parisar back side complete, 

mali mohalla, mali mohalla zopad patti, labriya bheru GNT market dhar road kimti garden 

jila hospital, milk colony  gadariya mohalla, girdhar nagar, ramkrishna bagh, timber market 

dhar road and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents.  

71 dravid 

nagar 

Dravid nagar, dravid nagar police line, vishwakarma nagar bank colony, usha nagar main, 

ushanagar ext., samaj wadi indira nagar complete, swastika nagar MOG lines, indore eye 

hospital, cloth market hospital, gangwal bus stand, chandmari compound, MOG lines 

nakoda palace, shreenath tower, murgi palan Kendra parisar, housing board apartment 

and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

72 

lokmanya 

nagar 

Mahawar nagar, revenue nagar nidhi vihar gyaraha bangale, shreeram nagar, sachidanand 

nagar, indira Gandhi nagar, madhuban colony, model town colony,  indralok colony, moon 

palace, vinay nagar, parshwanath nagar, yadav nagar, kunjwan colony, basant vihar 

colony, lokmanya nagar & ext., nemi nagar main, nemi nagar ext., keshar bagh road, 

siddharth nagar, dushehra maidan nichali basti, alankar palace, silver palace, johari palace 

and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

73 laxman 

singh 

chouhan 

Khatiwala tank, BSNL colony, saifee nagar buildings, jaisawal ki chaal, noori nagar, gulzar 

colony, new saifee nagar, fadnis colony, vijay palace (nagar), nandvan colony, noori 

colony, brook bond colony, ashoka colony, purandas ka bagicha, sch no 102, shyam nagar, 

saifee nagar main & zopad patti, ghanshyamdas nagar and lalbahadur shastri nagar, fakhri 

manzil, kutubi manzil, mohammad manzil, badri bagh and all the areas and settlement 

within the four dimensional extents. 

74 

vishnupuri 

Anand nagar tower chouraha ke pass, gurmeet nagar, shaheed bhagat singh colony, piplya 

pala main road, anand nagar, banshi dham, ashok nagar, vidhya nagar, holkar college to 

bhawar kuwa chouraha, indrapuri, anantpuri, ahilyapuri, shivam puri, girdhar nagar, 

mangal nagar, aditya nagar, piplya rao, sarvanand nagar, nanak nagar, nanak palace, 

hargovind nagar, bholaram ustad marg, brahmapuri, ambikapuri, jagannath puri, banshi 

dham, piplya pala gaon main road, bhawar kuwa thana to soyabean campus, rahul Gandhi 

nagar, , soniya Gandhi nagar, bhola nagar, gujar hospital, vishnupuri main, vishnupuri nx, 

mechanic nagar, sneha vihar, jeet nagar, and all the areas and settlement within the four 

dimensional extents. 

75 palda Palda village complete , mundla nayta complete and all the areas and settlement within 

the four dimensional extents. 

76 bicholi Bicholi mardana village complete, bicholi hapsi complete, tigariya village complete, 

kanadiya village complete,  

77 bilawali Ekta nagar, kushwah ka bagicha, sant nagar palace, sant nagar, ganesh nagar, phuta pala 

ke samne krashoday nagar, rajiv Gandhi circle puliya to MR-3 road, maa vihar colony, 

amar palace, mahadev nagar shifting houses, bilawali village complete, fathan khedi 

village complete, kailod kartal village complete, limbodi village complete and all the areas 

and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 



78 

choithram 

Raj township, holkar apartment block A,B,C, swami dayanand nagar, choithram hospital 

parisar, sch no 59, amitesh nagar, basant puri, golden palace, falbagh area, nalanda 

parisar, keshar bagh road, sarnath colony, shubham residency, bijalpur, tejpur gadbadi AB 

road, indrajeet nagar, IDA colony indrajeet nagar jhopde sch no. 103, goya colony, new 

prakash nagar, sabji mandi, ful mandi boliya sarkar bungalow, mahadev nagar, raja rani 

nagar raj point,  blu man malhari martand and samne ki patti, bheem nagar gandi basti, 

nema nagar, bijalpur gandi basti, narmada control room to arjun nagar basti, chappri 

village, gangor nagar, martand nagar and all the areas and settlement within the four 

dimensional extents. 

79 sukh 

niwas 

Sukhnivas village complete, ahirkhedi village, hukmakhedi village, nihalpur mundi village 

and all the areas and settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

80 dr 

rajendra 

Prasad 

Rajendra nagar sampurn, railway quarter, Krishna nagar, mamta nagar illegal colony, 

pragati nagar ke jhopade near kuan, budh nagar zopde, VIP paraspar budh nagar ke 

jhopade declared gandi basti, jawahar nagar, rajesh nagar, pragati nagar, parashar nagar, 

dhanvantari nagar, tiwari nagar, choice palace colony, vigyan nagar, dhanashree colony, 

VIP paraspar ring road east side, vishal nagar, ahilya nagar, bhoj nagar, vaishali nagar all 

sector, sudarshan nagar, braj vihar colony, siddhipuram, takshshila parisar, sandipani 

colony, police line, government women polytechnic, jila shiksha Kendra, DIET bhoj mukt 

university, rajendra nagar naka and all the areas and settlement within the four 

dimensional extents. 

81 

annapurna 

Gopur extension, greater vaishali, suryadev nagar sampurna sector, daak taar colony, 

siddhipuram colony ring road west side, satyadev nagar, paraspar nagar, sahajeevan 

nagar, prikanco colony, gopur colony, mishra nagar, Annapurna nagar, bhawanipur 

colony, godbole colony, Annapurna parisar, kranti krupali nagar, janseva nagar garib basti, 

patte wali, devendra nagar, 2 gitti khadan, gayatri nagar, prabhu nagar, saraswati nagar, 

silverox colony, chanakyapuri, umesh nagar, narmada nagar and all the areas and 

settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

82 sudama 

nagar 

Sudama nagar sec B, sudama nagar chorasiya Sec, sudama nagar D, ring road  jhopad 

patti, sudama nagar NP sec., complete sudama nagar E sec., shantinath puri, shree ram 

nagar, parivahan nagar, gurushankar nagar and all the areas and settlement within the 

four dimensional extents. 

83 

gumashta 

nagar 

Gumashta nagar, sch no. 71 A,B,C,D, sales tax colony, sudama nagar sethi gate area, 

mahaveer gate area, sudama nagar A sec., and all the areas and settlement within the 

four dimensional extents. 

84 

dwarkapuri 

Dwarkapuri, new dwarka puri gwala colony ring road jhopde and all the areas and 

settlement within the four dimensional extents. 

85 prajapat 

nagar 

Prajappat nagar complete, aastha palace, aakash nagar near chhota sirpur talab, shraddha 

saburi colony, rishi vihar colony, rishi palace colony, shree rishi palace colony, vardhman 

nagar, bada sirpur talab, sai baba nagar and all the areas and settlement within the four 

dimensional extents. 

 

 


